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WHAT IS LEAP 360?
LEAP 360 is an optional assessment system aligned to the Louisiana 
Student Standards and LEAP 2025 assessments that provides educators 
with additional information about student learning throughout the 
school year to help teachers, schools, and school systems monitor student 
learning and address student needs.

• Diagnostic assessments: help provide a general sense of student 
readiness for grade-level content in English language arts (ELA) and 
mathematics and the level of support students might need as they 
proceed through the curriculum

• Interim assessments: provide opportunities to incorporate additional monitoring of student progress of key 
knowledge and skills in ELA and mathematics into the rhythm of classroom instruction

• EAGLE: allows teachers to integrate high-quality mathematics, science, and social studies questions into day-
to-day classroom experiences and curricula

WHAT IMPACT HAS LEAP 360 HAD IN LOUISIANA?
Each year, the results from LEAP 2025 summative assessments provide Louisiana educators, students, and 
parents with important information about what students did and did not learn during the year. However, the 
results have limited instructional implications. LEAP 360, when integrated into instruction, can be a more useful 
tool to help monitor student progress and address student needs.

The positive impacts of LEAP 360:

• Teachers have aligned resources to help provide a more complete picture of student performance and, 
therefore, have additional sources of information to better understand and meet the needs of students.

• Principals have additional information to help identify areas of strengths and weaknesses as they make smart 
instructional decisions to improve student learning.

• School systems will reduce overall local testing while helping to monitor progress toward school system goals.
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“LEAP 360 is a powerful tool our district is leveraging to achieve our ultimate goal of creating and 
sustaining a cohesive system between assessments, professional learning, and curricula implementation 
that prepares our students for college and career success.” 

- Rebecca Freeland, Richland Parish Talent Pipeline Lead

SEND QUESTIONS ABOUT LEAP 360 TO ASSESSMENT@LA.GOV. 
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